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NEW QUESTION: 1
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. a Script task
B. a Script component
C. an Execute SQL task
D. an Expression task
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are three use cases for vSphere Fault Tolerance? (Choose
three.)
A. Provide guaranteed reliabilty for a legacy Windows NT
virtual machine
B. Ensure up-time for a Linux virtual machine without making
any changes to the OS
C. Provide guaranteed up-time for a RDM enabled virtual machine
D. Provide guaranteed reliabilty for a development virtual
machine with scheduled snapshots
E. Provide efficient scheduled reliability for a payroll
virtual machine
Answer: A,B,E
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